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Finally, EMPIRE had the
most dramatic unveiling of
the week with a new trailer

that promises to be the
most action-packed teaser
yet. ZAZA has been a bit in
the shadows of the previous
two movies, but appear to

have lost none of their
satirical edge and director

Dan Gilroy has assembled a
crack team of Hollywood

heavyweights to bring the
worlds of finance, corporate
greed, politics, celebrity and
espionage to vivid life, told
via the resonant voice of
Brad Pitt. Watch to be the
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first to see the trailer and
the fully realised action

sequence. A rundown of all
the trailers and footage at h
ttp://www.moviepilot.com/re

views/top-trailers-and-
clips#topfive Wrong Turn 5

Hollywood Hindi Dubbed
Movie Mp4l Wrong Turn 5
Hollywood Hindi Dubbed

Movie Mp4l Downloadable -
Khan's YouTube Wrong Turn
5 Hollywood Hindi Dubbed
Movie Mp4l Don't forget to

check out the HORROR TALK
Podcast for interviews with

the key cast and crew
members from each trailer.
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Out now I personally wasn't
convinced by the very early

screening we saw of the
Japanese-Canadian directed
POWERS - which stars Anson
Mount as a hunter and Stan

Shaw as his psychotic
psychopathic brother - and
with only a few minutes of
footage provided, I'm not

even sure if it was screened
in English. What's the point
of a trailer if you don't show

some of the movie? We
didn't get any trailers of the
exciting DUNKIRK, CAROL,
or BLADE RUNNER but it

seems as if Steve Jobs and
Steve Spielberg teamed up
to create the best cinema
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convention in history and
Hollywood learned that it's

time for a mobile revolution.
Check out the Vimeo link

below to watch a trailer for
one of the most important

cinematic events in the
history of humanity .
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